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Abstract: Object oriented design process for an application is a bottom-up approach in which the class or object of class are designed at the 

bottom level of design granularity. The current practice of designing a class is modeled with a class diagram by the Unified Modeling Language 

(UML) but in a design the grouping of an attributes and the functionalities pertaining to a class is made arbitrarily by the intuition of a designer 

with his/her expertise. The design process depends on the expertise and perception of a designer without any strong foundation, which may lead 

to the design and development of imperfect information systems.  Hence, there is a need of sound and correct design methodology to bifurcate 

the attributes and the function’s signatures applied to an attributes for a class. In the literature, we have not observed any scientific and sound 

methodology to design implicitly a class with related attributes and function’s signature. 

This paper proposes a methodology that utilizes the dependency matrix constituted by an attributes and functional dependencies among 

attributes taken from a Software Requirements Specification (SRS). Then the attributes and functional dependencies of an individual class are 

structured by the aid of pseudo-transitive axiom and subset theory of mathematics. This procedure is automated to purge the ambiguity of 

designer(s) decisions and developed based on the harnessing of the axiom and mathematical rigor, which authenticates the sound and 

correctness. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The object oriented design process for an application is a 

bottom up approach in which the classes or objects of classes 

are designed at the lowest level of design granularity. The 

pragmatic practice of designing a class uses four approaches 

[1], viz. noun phrase approach, common class pattern 

approach, use case driven approach, and ‘classes, 

responsibilities, and collaborators approach. Then the UML 

class diagram models the abstracted class. While depicting the 

UML class diagram, it is observed that the attributes and 

function’s signatures to a particular class is designated by the 

designer depending on his/her expertise and domain 

knowledge. This may lead to ambiguity in the design when 

more number of designers is involved in the decision. Hence, 

there is a need of sound and correct design methodology for a 

class to bifurcate the attributes and their function’s signature 

from the group of attributes and functional dependencies.      

This paper proposes an automated procedure to cluster the 

attributes and functional dependencies of a class by blending 

the good database design principles and the mathematical 

rigor. The sound theory “normalization” is the way of good 

database design principle in which the attributes are grouped 

from the large set of attributes to minimize the redundancy and 

many researchers [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] have provided the 

algorithms for the normalization process with mathematical 

rigor. Further, the authors [20] suggested that the 

normalization process could be cautiously used to cluster the 

attributes for a class. At present, in the literature, we have not 

observed sound and scientifically proved methodology of 

grouping attributes and the function’s signature operating on 

the grouped attributes.   

Hence, a methodology is designed and developed for 

grouping of an attributes and the functional dependencies are 

bifurcated pertaining to the grouped attributes, by the blend of 

second normal form of good database design principle and 

subset theory of mathematics. Then each categorized group is 

designated as one class with attributes and the functional 

dependencies.  

   

II. TAXONOMY 

 

This section discusses the definition and axioms used for the 

design of methodology 

 

Independence Axiom:  

 

      The “independence axiom” states that each function of a 

system and the design choice that satisfies it should not 

interfere with other functions of the system. In object 

technology, this axiom states, “the components are to be 

maintained independently” [1]. 

 

Information Axiom: 

 

      The “information axiom” states that when choosing 

between two designs with similar functional properties, the 

design with the highest probability of success is the best. In 

object technology, the axiom states, “the information content 

of the component design is to be minimized” [1]. 

 

Pseudo-transitivity Axiom: 

 

The pseudo-transitivity axiom [2] is equivalent to three 

axioms viz. reflexivity, augmentation and transitivity. The 

axiom of pseudo-transitivity between attributes is depicted 

below. 
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If X � Y and WY � Z then WX � Z                (1) 

 

Functional Dependency 

 

The relationship among attributes is modeled by the 

mathematical theory of “functional dependency” (FD).  The 

functional dependency [13, 14] over a set of attributes U 

asserted from an application is a statement or function, Y = 

f(X) where X, Y ⊂  U are attributes sets. A set of non-trivial 

functional dependencies F represented [17] with following: 

 

E = {(X, Y) |Y = f(X) ∈∈∈∈ F and Y ⊄⊄⊄⊄ X}          (2) 

 

Dependency Matrix:  

 

The “dependency matrix” [15, 17, 18] is matrix 

representation of attributes and functional dependencies, in 

which each row i represents the attribute position in the 

existing functional dependencies and each column j represents 

a functional dependency. Thus aij represents the status of 

attributes in the jth functional dependency such that; 

 

            1    If attribute exists in left hand side of fd 

    aij =         0   If attribute exists in right hand side of fd   (3)    

      x   otherwise 

 

III. FRAME WORK 

The design of business process in object-oriented 

paradigm [19, 20] commences with design of class at the 

lowest level of design granularity in the bottom up approach. 

The UML provides the modeling of the class by the class 

diagram perceived, designed and developed by the human 

expertise. The class diagram consist of three parts, viz. class 

name, attributes of the class, functions/methods pertaining to 

the class, which is shown in the figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure1.  UML class diagram 

 

The designer domain knowledge and the expertise assign 

the contents in the three components of a class. This may lead 

to wrong judgments or decisions because of the art or skill 

involved in the bifurcation process from the large set of 

attributes and functions.  Further, the use of human 

intelligence in the design process will lead to an ambiguity 

when more number of designers is involved. The view of 

abstraction of a class, the categorization of attributes and 

method’s signature is dissimilar and herculean task in the large 

set by the human effort.          

Hence, a methodology is developed to group the attributes 

and their functional dependencies for a clustered class by 

presuming that the attributes, functional dependencies among 

the attributes are abstracted from the SRS [14] are available. 

To group an attributes and their corresponding functional 

dependencies, a methodology is designed by the aid of 

“pseudo-transitive axiom”.  The axiom is harnessed to identify 

the pseudo-transitive link between two functional 

dependencies i.e. the subset relationship between right-hand 

side attribute of an one functional dependency and the left-

hand side attribute set of another functional dependency  and  

the new functional dependency is derived by the substitution.  

Then the functional dependencies are merged with exclusively 

identical left-hand side attribute set of another functional 

dependency to constitute attribute set and the functional 

dependencies operating on them.  

The stepwise explanation of designed methodology is 

as follows: 

  

Step 1. The methodology developed by Shivanand et al [14] 

endows with set of functional dependencies and 

attributes of an application as an input to our 

methodology. 

 

Step 2.  The functional dependencies are refined to a 

canonical form, i.e. there is only one attribute on the 

right-hand side. Then the assignment of each attribute 

to a column and functional dependency to each row 

assembles a dependency matrix. By using the 

symbols of the Boolean algebra, the assignment of an 

element value is made depending on the type of 

attribute in a functional dependency, viz. the 

determinant attribute assigns the value as 1, the 

dependent attribute assigns the value 0 and the non-

existence of attribute assigns the ‘x’.  

 

Step 3.  The sorting of rows in ascending order is carried out 

depending on the number of determinant attributes in 

each functional dependency.  

 

Step 4. In this process, the pseudo-transitive link between the 

two functional dependencies is known by the 

existence of element values as 1 -1 in different rows, 

and the same column. The devised method is 

identifying the condition to provide the true or false 

state.  On the true condition, the determinant 

attributes of test functional dependency are included 

in the linking functional dependency by eliminating 

the linking attribute. For example, consider the 

functional dependencies X �Y, WY � Z and WX 

� Z. The pseudo-transitive link is exists  between 

X� Y and WY� Z due to the presence of Y as 

determinant and dependent attribute in two different 

functional dependencies. Hence, the functional 

dependency WY � Z is revamps to WX � Z by 

substituting the X in a functional dependency         

WY � Z. 

  

Step 5.  This process recognizes the exclusively identical 

determinant attribute(s) in two or more functional 

dependencies to take the union of the attribute set of 

functional dependencies, e.g.  Consider the functional 

dependencies, f1: X � Y, f2: WX �Z and f3: WY � 

Z to illustrate the process.  By the execution of step 4 

the functional dependency f2: WX � Z is revamping 

to the f2: WY � Z. The functional dependency f2 and 

f3 have the identical determinant attributes and hence, 

the attributes W, X and Y are grouping for the 

Class name  

 

 

Attributes 

 

 

Functions 
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functional dependencies f2 and f3. Then the merged 

rows are marked as “traced”. 

 

Step 6.  This process identifies the subset relationship 

between among the determinant attributes of two or 

more untraced functional dependencies for 

elimination of dependent attribute from linking 

functional dependencies, e.g. Consider the functional 

dependencies f1: X � S, f2: WX � ZS for 

demonstration. The subset relationship among f1 and 

f2 is exists due to the attribute X and hence, the 

attribute S is discarded from the WX � ZS. The 

resulting functional dependency is  WX � Z. 

 

 

Step 7. Here the process is assigning the attributes of each 

untraced rows to the attribute section and the 

functional dependencies to the method section of a 

class. Hence, the constitution of number of classes 

depends on the number of untraced rows of the 

dependency matrix. 

      

 The algorithm for designing class with attributes and their 

functional dependencies is shown in the figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figur 2.  Algorithm to construct a class 

 

IV. CASE STUDY 

 

      Consider the attributes  property No (A),  iDate (B), iTime 

(C), pAddress (D), comments (E), staffNo (F),  sName (G) and 

carReg (H) and the functional dependency among attributes 

are   F1: A�D,  F2: F�G, F3: BF�H F4: AB�CEFGH and 

F5:BCH�ADEFG [16, 17, 18]. The dependency matrix for 

the attributes and functional dependencies is depicted in the 

figure 3. 

     The pseudo-transitive link exists among {4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 

13}, {8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13} and {6, 2, 3}.  The attribute C is 

discarded by revamping the element’s value as ‘x’ and 

substituting the element’s value as ‘1’ for attributes A, B in 

rows {9, 10, 11, 12, 13}.  Similarly for the case  {8, 9, 10, 11, 

12, 13} the attribute F is discarded by changing element’s 

value as ‘x’  attributes A, B is added to the rows 9, 10, 11, 12, 

13 by changing the element’s value as ‘1’. The revamped 

dependency matrix is shown in figure 4. 

 

         Then the functional dependencies with exclusively 

identical left-hand attributes are merged. Hence, the attributes 

of functional dependencies from 2 to 13 are grouped to form a 

set of attributes. The resulting matrix is shown in the figure 5.   

         There is a subset link between two rows of result 

dependency matrix shown in figure 5 by the attribute A.  The 

attribute A determines the attribute D and hence it is to be 

discarded in the other functional dependency. This is depicted 

Input: attributes and functional dependencies  

Output: class with attributes and methods 

 
 Represent dependency matrix in accord with  

  equation 3 

for (i =0; i++; i < no of functional dependencies) 

 {Identify pseudo transitive link between i and i+1   

    row by element’s value 0 in i row and 1 in i+1  

    row but in a same column 

      if link is existing then 

        eliminate attribute causing the link in i+1 row  

         & substitute it by LHS attributes of i row  

  } 

for (i =0; i++; i < no of functional dependencies) 

  {Identify exclusively identical set of LHS    

     attributes in i and i+1 row   

      if link is true then  

           group the functions of i and i+1 row 

   }  

for (i =0; i++; i < no of functional dependencies) 

  {Identify subset link among LHS attributes in i  

      and i+1 row   

      if link is true then  

           discard the RHS attribute in i+1 row   

           corresponding to RHS attribute of ith row 

   } 

Construct a class corresponding to each functional 

dependency’s attributes and function’s signature 

with merged functional dependencies. 

 

 A B C D E F G H  

1 1 x x 0 x x x x F1 

2 x x x x x 1 0 x F2 

3 x 1 x x x 1 x 0 F3 

4 1 1 0 x x x x x F4 

5 1 1 x x 0 x x x F4 

6 1 1 x x x 0 x x F4 

7 1 1 x x x x 0 x F4 

8 1 1 x x x x x 0 F4 

9 0 1 1 x x x x 1 F5 

10 x 1 1 0 x x x 1 F5 

11 x 1 1 x 0 x x 1 F5 

12 x 1 1 x x 0 x 1 F5 

13 x 1 1 x x x 0 1 F5 

 
Figure3. Dependency Matrix of attributes 

and functional dependency 

 A B C D E F G H  

1 1 x x 0 x x x x F1 

2 1 1 x x x x 0 x F2 

3 1 1 x x x x x 0 F3 

4 1 1 0 x x x x x F4 

5 1 1 x x 0 x x x F4 

6 1 1 x x x 0 x x F4 

7 1 1 x x x x 0 x F4 

8 1 1 x x x x x 0 F4 

9 1 1 x x x x x x F5 

10 1 1 x 0 x x x x F5 

11 1 1 x x 0 x x x F5 

12 1 1 x x x 0 x x F5 

13 1 1 x x x x 0 x F5 
Figure 4. Dependency Matrix of attributes 

and functional dependency 

A B C D E F G H  

1 x x 0 x x x x F1 

1 1 0 x 0 0 0 0 F2.F3, F4, F5 
Figure 5. Result Dependency Matrix 
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by marking element’s value as ‘x’ for attribute D in the second 

row. Then the set attributes and functional dependencies 

corresponding to each row is utilized to constitute a class. The 

resulting classes with their attributes and their functions are 

given below 

 

Class 1:   attribute:  A, D 

                functional dependency: F1 

 

Class 2: attributes A, B, C, E, F, G, H     

              functional dependency: F2, F3, F4, F5 

 

V.  DISCUSSION 

The methodology eliminates the possible human 

intervention in the design of a class by automating the process 

with foundation of good database design principles and 

mathematical rigor.  The methodology takes the number of 

attributes and functional dependencies as input to represent a 

dependency matrix. The two-dimensional array data structure, 

supported by many programming languages, satisfies the 

implementation process. The use of array data structure is 

quite efficient in the process of accessing the elements for a 

manipulation in accord with axiom and mathematical 

requirements.  The time complexity of the designed algorithm 

is:  

1. With number of functional dependencies n, the testing of 

each functional dependency for a transitive link with other 

functional dependencies takes the n* (n-1) � n2 comparisons.    

2. For n number of functional dependencies, the testing of 

each functional dependency for recognition of exclusively 

identical determinant attributes and the subset association 

determinant attributes have the n* (n-1) � n2 number of 

comparisons.  

Hence the time complexity of the algorithm is: 

� (n) = n2 / 2 + n2 /2 � n2 

This methodology is developed based on the pseudo-transitive 

axiom, which is natural and sound.  The compartment of 

attributes are done with amalgamation of “second normal 

form” [3] of good database design principle, which is sound , 

proven and minimizes the information content  by categorizing 

the attribute set  based on pseudo-transitive link, which is 

nothing but fulfillment of “Information axiom”. The 

categorization of functional dependencies leads to function’s 

signature, which are applied exclusively to a group of 

attributes, are abstracted. This is an independent maintenance 

of the class, which is fulfilling the “Independence axiom”. 

Since the methodology is designed by the incorporation of 

axioms, hence it is sound and correct.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

In object oriented system design, the UML class diagram 

models the class. While depicting the class diagrams the 

attributes and function’s signature of class is designated by the 

designer depending on his/her expertise and domain 

knowledge. This may lead towards the wrong design by 

inviting ambiguity in the design when more number of 

designers is involved in the decision.      

The developed methodology utilizes the dependency 

matrix constituted by the functional dependencies and 

attributes. Then the matrix elements are manipulated in accord 

with pseudo-transitive link and subset link among key 

attributes of functional dependencies to categorize them. The 

scratch class is designed from the attribute(s) and function’s 

signature from categorized functional dependencies. Since the 

methodology is developed by underpinning the axiom and 

mathematical rigor, hence it evidences the correctness. The 

methodology is illustrated with a case study. Further, the 

harnessing of other normal form design principles and the 

recognition of function’s signature depending on the clustered 

functional dependencies are to be refined for a stronger 

foundation and design.    
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